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The primary religious identity of Mennonites in India is that 
they are Christians. Their primary social identity is that they are 
almost all from poor, outcaste, or tribal groups. This combined 
religious and social identity determines their relationships to other 
Christians, Hindus, and Muslims and their legal status as Indian 
citizens. None of this is altered significantly if Mennonites leave the 
Mennonite Church and identify with another Christian group. But 
when Mennonites leave their Christian identity, either by simply 
rejecting it or by formally taking on a Hindu identity, then the 
religious, social, and legal changes are substantial. This change 
from a Christian identity is the principal focus of this paper.  
 
 

Mennonites in India 
 

There are 1,500 Mennonite congregations in India with 250,000 
members.1 These churches originated from European and North 
American Mennonite missionary activity that began in the late 
nineteenth century. Two main motivations have directed Mennonite 
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missions in India. First, the influence of pietism and evangelicalism 
resulted in a strong emphasis on “missions” in the late nineteenth 
century among many Mennonite groups. In the United States 
Mennonites established “home missions” projects in major cities 
and “foreign missions” among Native Americans in frontier 
regions.2 Second, Mennonites also raised funds for international 
relief efforts in response to appeals to help support victims of 
earthquakes, famines, and wars that were reported in church 
periodicals and public newspapers.3  

The first Mennonite missionaries to India were Abraham and 
Maria Friesen, Mennonite Brethren (MB) from south Russia.4 In 
1889 Abraham Friesen became pastor of an American Baptist 
Missionary Union (AMBU)5 church in Nalgonda, about 100 
kilometers east of Hyderabad. MBs in the United States were 
inspired by stories of the Friesen’s ministry in India, so when they 
established the American Mennonite Brethren Mission (AMBM) 
they sent their first missionaries to the same region of India in 
1899.6 The first Mennonite Church (MC) and General Conference 
(GC) Mennonite missionaries came from the United States to India 
in 1899 and 1900. Both of these groups established mission centres 
in the Chhattisgarh region about 500 miles southwest of Calcutta.7 
The Brethren in Christ Church established their first mission in the 
state of Bihar in 1914.8  

Mennonites9 went to these regions of India to establish churches 
because those areas were underserved by other Protestant mission 
groups. Within India “comity agreements” among Protestant 
groups were created to minimize competition with each other in 
geographical areas.10 This mutual division of territory into spheres 
of mission work effectively produced regional denominational 
monopolies. Each group was usually the sole representative of 
Protestant Christianity in its region.11 Thus while from a global 
ecumenical perspective the Christians in a region might be 
described as Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, or Mennonites, 
from a local perspective their primary identity was simply 
Christian. Over the years, regional Christian homogeneity 
diminished as churches grew and transportation improved. 
Denominations and independent churches are now intermingled in 
most regions of India and the movement of members between 
churches is common.12 But from the perspective of the majority 
Hindu and the large Muslim populations, and in terms of legal 
status, such inter-confessional mobility does not change the 
primary religious identity of Christians. Their denominational 
identity is incidental. 
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Twice Born and Dalit 
 

India’s society has traditionally been structured by a caste 
system13 in which the distinctions and interactions between caste 
groups are strictly regulated in all areas of life: occupations, 
marriage, social status, purity, interpersonal relationships, physical 
contact, and religion. The three upper castes (Brahmin, Kshatriya, 
and Vaishya) are "twice-born" (dvija).14 The lowest caste group, the 
Shudra, are not twice-born and are relegated to occupations and 
roles that serve the upper castes.  

Below these castes is an “outcaste” category, the 
“untouchables”. Gandhi tried to dignify their status by calling them 
Harijans, “Children of God”. Today the name usually preferred by 
these people is Dalit, “the oppressed”.15 They constitute about 25 
percent of the Indian population. Dalits are consigned to 
occupations regarded as ritually impure and polluting, such as 
leatherwork, butchering, removal of rubbish (including carcasses) 
and human waste. Traditionally Dalits lived outside villages and 
were prohibited from drinking from the village wells or eating in 
places where the “caste Hindus” ate. They could not enter temples 
or attend school.  

Since 1949 it has been illegal to use the term “untouchable” and 
to discriminate on the basis of caste, although such discrimination 
is still widespread.16 A list or “Schedule” of low and outcaste groups 
was officially established and “reservations” were made for 
members of such groups in schools and the civil service. A similar 
Schedule was established for minority tribal populations. The 
opportunities offered by this “affirmative action” are highly prized. 
Through them many members of these groups have achieved 
significant professional and economic success.  
 
 

Twice Marginalized 
 

Mennonite churches in India, like churches of most Christian 
groups, were established primarily among marginalized people, 
poor, low caste or outcaste, and tribal groups.17 They were almost 
all illiterate. Many of the first Mennonite converts were low and 
outcaste employees of the missionaries, residents of the leprosy 
hospital, orphans, or children at schools established by 
missionaries. Nearly all Mennonites were people already 
marginalized by caste and economic status.  

But their conversion to Christianity marginalized them the 
second time. In the joint family system of India relationships are 
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defined by birth, marriage and caste. Money is shared and property 
is held jointly. Children are socialized collectively. Religious 
identity and practices are shared. The family is closely linked to 
relatives and to members of the common caste. Christian converts 
created disruption within their families and communities. 

A Christian convert was often expelled from the joint family, 
barred from contact with children, and excluded from property 
rights.18 The crucial step that precipitated these social sanctions 
was baptism. This signified the rejection of one’s birth community 
and identity in favour of another.19 During the time leading up to 
baptism there was, and still often is, tremendous social pressure to 
remain loyal to the community of birth. As the pressure mounted 
during this pre-baptismal period Mennonite churches commonly 
used this time (up to a year) for intense teaching and support for 
converts. Many new Christians endured beatings, destruction of 
homes, expulsion from villages, and public humiliation. Sometimes 
this was enough to prevent them from being baptized. Other times 
the continued harassment after baptism induced them to return to 
their ancestral religion and to be reincorporated into their family 
and caste community.20  

There is a further consequence of this second marginalization 
that affects Christians. Indians from the scheduled castes who 
would normally be eligible for reserved positions in schools and in 
the civil service are excluded from these rights if they become 
Christian (or Muslim). This has been a highly contested matter in 
India for many years.21 The rationale in favour of this exclusion is 
that since these religious communities declare that they do not 
recognize caste distinctions, those who join them lose their caste 
identity and thus should not be eligible for privileges available only 
to people who are scheduled castes. The argument against this 
exclusion is that whether low caste and outcaste people are Hindus, 
Sikhs, Christians, or Muslims, they are mistreated and 
marginalized in education, employment, housing, and social 
relationships. Their identity is known in villages and small towns. 
And in other places their identity becomes quickly known because 
of their names, which identify them by language, region, and caste. 
Furthermore Christians, like Muslims, often have names that 
express their religious identity. Names like Mary, Miriam, Hannah, 
John, Abraham, and Thomas are common. So even if Christians 
have names that do not reveal their caste identity, their names 
identify them as Christians and make them vulnerable to religious 
and caste discrimination.  

In this context, who are the “Ex-Mennonites”, how did they 
become “ex”, and what is their current situation? 
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Ex-Mennonites Generally 
 

Religious groups everywhere do not record losses as carefully as 
gains. New members are counted and celebrated. Ex-members are 
forgotten. Mennonites in India are no different. There is no 
widespread, systematic, documented information about former 
Mennonites. Ex’s are not often tracked, thus their motivation for 
leaving and their current situation is usually unknown. But 
anecdotes, impressions, and estimates are offered by various 
authors and current Indian church leaders.22 Some of these 
describe phenomena that are familiar in many places. Three are 
distinctive to India. 

Briefly, these are reasons why people leave Mennonite churches 
in India that are not much different from reasons why people leave 
Mennonite churches anywhere.  
 

1. Professional or personal relocation. Since Mennonite churches are in 
specific regions that are mostly rural and largely poor, relocation to 
another region or to major urban centres usually means leaving the 
Mennonite church.23  
 
2. Preference for other churches. Other local churches may be 
attractive alternatives because of their dynamism or because they 
provide programs that meet the interests and needs of a person or 
family. Programs for youth are a common reason for families to move to 
new congregations and change their religious affiliation. 
 
3. Problems in Mennonite churches. These may be congregational or 
broader denominational issues. They may involve theological or 
pastoral concerns, dissatisfaction with leadership, inadequate facilities, 
or divisive internal conflicts.24  
 
4. Attraction to independent congregations or movements with 
charismatic leaders. The non-denominational Assemblies started by 
Brother Bakht Singh (1903-2000) in Hyderabad and other parts of 
India,25 for example, have many former Mennonite followers. In 
addition, a substantial number of Mennonites retain their Mennonite 
church identity but participate primarily in the Assemblies.  
 
5. Marriage. Women nearly always move to the church of their husband 
and his family, especially if they become part of an extended family 
household.26 
 
6. Drift away from church. This is usually the most gradual departure. It 
happens for greatly varied personal, relational, lifestyle, and theological 
reasons. Sometimes relationships with individual church members 
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remain positive, but church and Christian identity are no longer a 
significant factor in a person’s life. 

 
There are three distinctively Indian reasons why Mennonites in 
India leave the church or disavow their Christian identity: 
persecution, Hindu cultural-religious practices, and caste identity.  
 
 

Persecution in India 
 

Christians are persecuted in many regions of the world, but the 
persecution of Mennonites and other Christians in India has several 
distinctive characteristics.  

India has long had a plurality of religions and it is therefore 
often regarded as a model of religious pluralism. This implies that 
the various religious communities in India interact with each other 
with mutual respect, regarding each other as valid pathways to 
meaningful lives and to the divine. But in a dominantly Hindu 
setting pluralism has a distinctive character. Along with a broad 
affirmation of the validity of many pathways there is a strong 
emphasis on the importance of remaining in the tradition of one’s 
birth and family. All people, whether Hindus, Buddhists, Muslims, 
Sikhs, or Christians are expected to follow the religious traditions 
into which they are born. To leave the tradition of birth is to betray 
family and community.27 Religious pluralism is expressed through 
fixed communal identities. Within those identities substantial 
aspects of other religious worldviews can be incorporated. For 
example, Hindus may revere Jesus or Mary or Christian saints 
along with a wide diversity of Hindu gods, goddesses, and spiritual 
exemplars. They do not need to reject their primary Hindu 
religious identity to do so.28  

Mennonite beliefs and practices are rooted in the premise that 
individuals can and must make a commitment to follow Christ alone 
and become part of the Christian community, regardless of their 
family’s religious identity and in spite of pressures from family, 
peers, or the state. Pluralism, from this perspective, is interpreted 
primarily as the freedom to choose a religious identity.  

This difference in understanding religious identity has caused 
countless disagreements and confrontations in India. Some Hindu 
organizations in India, such as the Arya Samaj,29 actively challenge 
and confront Christians who attempt to propagate their religion to 
those outside their own religious community. These confrontations 
have gone on for more than a hundred years. Mennonites from all 
regions of India have experienced physical and vocal disruption of 
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their public and private meetings.30 The Arya Samaj has designed 
“reconversion” (shuddhi) ceremonies and expectations for those 
who wished to revert from Christianity back to Hinduism. 

Persecution can break the commitment to Christ and the 
Church. Throughout the history of Mennonites in India there have 
been individuals and families who left the church and returned to 
their ancestral religions because of persecution.31 Sometimes they 
did so during the extended period of baptismal preparation, 
sometimes after baptism.32 Persecution included beatings, 
destruction of homes and churches, expulsion from villages, 
exclusion from the community’s water supply, and public 
humiliation. Individuals were sometimes abducted by their families 
and moved out of the local community to prevent their baptism. 
There is little or no documentation of how they were subsequently 
treated by their families and Hindu communities.  
 
 

Hindu Cultural-Religious Practices 
 

In Hindu culture most life-cycle occasions are marked by 
ceremonies and rituals that are explicitly religious, such as lighting 
sacred fire, offering gifts to the images of gods, invoking gods for 
protection or good fortune, and reciting sacred words and texts. 
Celebrations of birth, marriage, and death as well as occasions such 
as the beginning of a new business, planting and harvesting crops, 
experiencing illness and accidents, departing on a journey, or 
preparing for university examinations usually involve religious 
ceremonies. Mennonites, like most other Christians, expect that 
their church members will not participate in such ceremonies. 
Social-religious sanctions against those that do have sometimes 
included ex-communication.33  

Christians are sometimes drawn into these ceremonies in three 
major ways. First, when a Hindu family member dies, it is difficult 
for Christian members of the family not to participate in the funeral 
activities if the rest of the family wishes them to be present. Being 
present but refusing to participate in the ritual activities can seem 
disrespectful. Yet participating selectively is complicated. When 
Christians participate they sometimes explain this by appealing to 
the Pauline suggestion that eating meat offered to idols is 
acceptable so long as it does not offend someone else.34 But it often 
does offend someone else and this has led to ruptures in the church 
family. 

A second common challenge for Christians is participating in 
community events that involve religious practices. Christians and 
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other members of a community may be solicited for funds to 
refurbish the local temple, to support children marching in the 
annual procession honouring a god or goddess, or to propitiate a 
god when the rains have not come in time or when illness strikes.35 
Some Christians refuse such requests consistently, others do so 
selectively, and explain their participation as an act of community 
solidarity. These differences can cause dissension in the church, 
and have led to the departure of members.36 

Third, Hindu religious life provides many rituals to address all 
of life’s opportunities and challenges: childbearing, illness, the 
success of crops, protection from storms and floods, finding a 
propitious date for a wedding, and much more.37 Protestant 
Christianity offers little ritual for most of these situations. As the 
anthropologist Paul Hiebert noted, this “excluded middle”,38 
between the abstractions of theology and the naturalism of 
scientific technology, is where most people in the world address the 
major issues of life. In the absence of rituals for such events, many 
Christians in India have used the practices of their Hindu 
communities, generally with some modifications to make them 
more Christian. Sometimes this incrementally draws people back 
into their Hindu worldview and community. In other situations it 
has led to creative syncretism.39 

All three of these adaptations to the dominant Hindu way of life 
have at times led to the expulsion or disgruntled departure of 
people from the Mennonite church. Expulsions were more frequent 
and rigorous during the early decades of the missionary era. 
Mission reports occasionally mentioned with sadness that some 
members of the church had been excommunicated for worshipping 
idols.40 There seem to be no systematic records of how many of 
these people subsequently returned to the church or whether they 
reverted to their former Hindu religious practices and 
communities.41 The practice of ex-communication is much less 
frequent among Indian Mennonites today,42 just as it is far less 
common among North American Mennonites. 
 
 

Caste Identity 
 

As noted earlier, one of the consequences of the second 
marginalization of Christians is that they are excluded from the 
positions in schools, the civil service, and elected bodies that are 
reserved for those from low and outcaste groups.43 Although they 
are from those groups, they are ineligible because they are 
Christians. 
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This is one of the most perplexing current challenges for 
Mennonites in India. Ways of resolving it exist, allowing 
Mennonites to receive these advantages in education and 
employment. But these solutions raise significant questions of 
identity and integrity. 

A common solution takes this form.44 A child is born to an 
outcaste, “scheduled caste”, Mennonite family. The parents 
anticipate that the child will face discrimination because of both its 
caste and its Christian family identity, so the child is registered 
with a Hindu name. In daily life the child may be commonly known 
by a different, more “Christianized” name that is very similar. For 
example, the Hindu name Yeshoshiva (the eminent Shiva) could be 
exchanged with Yehoshua (Joshua). Or Vikas (enlightened) could 
be the name used in school while Viswas (believer) might be used 
in church. When the time comes for the child to be registered for 
school and for educational benefits the Hindu name is used. As the 
child grows to adulthood the same alternation between names 
occurs. 

But as children reach adulthood another requirement often 
arises. A certificate authenticating caste identity needs to be signed 
by a local official. Sometimes a Mennonite pastor is asked by the 
official to certify that the person in question is not a Christian, 
which is taken to mean that the person is not baptised. This process 
is more complicated once people have been baptized, for then it is 
usually necessary for them to formally renounce their membership 
in the church before they can get a certificate. Pastors are often 
under great pressure from their church members to delay the 
baptism of young people and to provide certificates confirming that 
the person is not a Christian. Then these young adults can be 
eligible for the educational and employment opportunities like 
other members of their caste group, and thus become well 
established in universities and professions. 

Discussion about this issue in Mennonite churches are ongoing. 
Some argue that until a person makes a profession of Christian faith 
that is confirmed by baptism and entry into church membership, 
that person is not formally a Christian, even if raised in a Christian 
home and enculturated into a Christian identity. The person’s 
default identity, by official Indian standards is the caste identity 
which is a Hindu category. Thus the person is a Hindu unless 
explicitly claiming another identity. As a Hindu the person can 
appropriate elements of other religious practices and devotion, and 
some of these elements may be Christian. Some argue that this is 
consistent with viewing faith in Christ as a “way” and not a 
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separate religion. Others say that a person is a Hindu or a 
Christian, one or the other. 

As a result of this complex issue, a significant number of people 
are not so much “Ex-Mennonites” as “near-Mennonites” or “non-
Mennonites”. Some carefully protect this status by staying away 
from the church and limiting public social interaction with 
Christians of their own low or outcaste group. For some this 
becomes a way of life and they never enter the church. For others 
this is a provisional status, to be adopted until its benefits have 
been utilized. 

There are factors that mitigate the pressure to deny or delay 
Christian identity. Mennonites in India established many 
educational and some professional institutions, partly to serve their 
communities and create opportunities for Christian witness, but 
also to provide education and employment for Christians who 
would not have similar opportunities in the public system. These 
institutions still provide these alternatives, although their capacity 
is very limited. Second, some people who are low caste have 
become economically self-sufficient enough to pay for education in 
other private institutions that do not allocate openings based on 
caste. Finally, the economic liberalization and economic growth of 
India in recent decades has created many new employment 
opportunities. Competing for scarce positions in government 
service is not as attractive as it once was. 
 
 

Summary and Concluding Observations 
 

In the Indian context the categories “Christian” or “ex-
Christian” define people more significantly than “Mennonite” or 
“Ex-Mennonite”. Their Christian identity decisively shapes their 
social location and opportunities.  

Indian Mennonite leaders consistently indicate that they are not 
greatly concerned about Mennonites who for various reasons find 
their way into other churches. At times a significant number of 
people move from a church or denomination because of internal 
conflicts or weaknesses. Those internal problems cause 
considerable grief and disruption and must be addressed. At other 
times other Christian groups become compelling alternatives. That 
situation cannot be avoided in an era of great Christian diversity in 
many parts of India. Of course, both of these dynamics can just as 
easily favour Mennonite churches. They sometimes gain members 
from the troubles of other churches, and they are sometimes 
attractive alternatives to members of other local congregations. 
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Within India the dominant cultural expectation is that each 
religious community will socialize and retain its members. Raising 
children within their own ancestral tradition is normative. 
Christians are free to socialize their children into the church. The 
frequent fierce opposition to Christian activity is almost never 
against the pastoral care and formation that is an internal activity 
of the Christian community. It is conversion of people from other 
religious traditions that is so widely criticized and adamantly 
opposed. 

While no public opposition to Mennonite young people being 
socialized into their churches exists, the complex social and legal 
forces of persecution and marginalization often result in Mennonite 
families and churches themselves being major agents of restraint. 
Christian formation and incorporation into the church is sometimes 
delayed to allow young people to take advantage of benefits that can 
help them to establish themselves economically and 
professionally.45 

Mennonites in India are twice marginalized by their Christian 
outcaste identity. They profess a faith and offer a community that 
attracts others with similar social status, but rarely those of higher 
status. Yet, even as a partly disenfranchised and often persecuted 
minority, these communities of faith continue to grow and to serve 
others in the name of Christ. 
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